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Exercise I 

Put the verbs in brackets in an appropriate form. 

 

1. If only we ____________________ (have) more time, we could consider going on holiday for longer. 

2. Who ____________________ (see) Mary last week? 

3. When I ____________________ (enter), they were in the middle of a conversation. 

4. I ____________________ (read) the book by the end of next week and then I can lend it to you. 

5. When ____________________you ____________________ (go) to the hairdresser's, this Monday or the next? 

6. If I ____________________ (see) this ad before, I ____________________ (tell) you. But unfortunately, I did 

not see it last week. 

7. When she ____________________ (cook), she ________________ (burn) herself and she had to go to hospital. 

8. Emma ____________________ (not smoke) since 2000. 

9. This book ____________________ (write) ten years ago. 

10. If I ____________________ (be) you, I ____________________ (take) that exam. 

11. If the weather ____________________ (be) good later on, I ____________________ (go) to the park. 

12. ____________________ (not call) me, I ____________________ (call) you. 
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Exercise II 

Choose a), b), or c) to complete the sentences. 

 

1. How about _____ to the cinema on Saturday? 

a) go b) going c) to go 

2. I don’t like Mexican food. It is too _____ for me. 

a) bland b) fat c) hot 

3. When you break something, you should try to _____ it. 

a) fix b) hide c) spoil 

4. Many tourists go to see _____ in London. 

a) the Statue of Liberty b) the Golden Gate Bridge c) Buckingham Palace   

5. Charles Dickens wrote _____ 

a) ‘The Lord of the Rings’ b) ‘A Christmas Carol’ c) ‘The Chronicles of Narnia’ 

6. Harvard University is in _____ 



 

a) the USA b) Great Britain c) Ireland 

7. Guy Fawkes Night is celebrated ______ 

a) in December b) in March c) in November 

8. What’s the weather like in Scotland? (typically) _____ 

a) Hot and humid b) Windy and rainy c) Freezing cold and sunny 

9. The pipe under the sink is broken. We need to call _____ 

a) a mechanic b) a carpenter c) a plumber 

10. Do you mostly _____ your parents or your grandparents? 

a) look up to b) look for c) look alike 

11. He is fond _____ water sports. 

a) out b) of c) with 

12. I really like this singer. Her _____ are always amazing. 

a) hair b) roles c) performances 

13. If you want to put these pages in the file you need to use a _____ 

a) sharpener b) eraser c) hole punch 

14. He is a great dancer. He dances really _____ 

a) well b) good c) goodly 

15. What are you doing on your computer? _____ 

a) Checking up the Internet b) Looking at the Internet c) Browsing the Internet 
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Exercise III 

Choose a), b), or c) to complete the sentences. 

It was a hot and humid day when we arrived 1. ______ the station to start the adventure of our 2. _______. Luckily we 

3. ______ our tickets online, so there was still time to go to a café and 4. ______ a bit. The iced coffee tasted delicious 

and some cool music playing 5. _______ us think of the perfect holiday time ahead. The moment when we had to pay 

turned out to be a 6. _______, because I realised I did not have any money on 7. _______. In the rush to go I 8. _______ 

left my wallet at home. We had no choice but to go back home and get it. So I decided to put off the trip till the next 

day. And one  could say 'every 9. ______ has a silver lining', as we avoided the heavy rain that afternoon. It rained 10. 

______  and all the trains were delayed. 

1. a) to b) at c) in 

2. a) live b) lifes c) lives 

3. a) have already bought b) had already bought c) already bought 

4. a) chill out b) hang up c) keep on 

5. a) forced b) invited c) made 

6. a) pleasure b) disaster c) distaste 

7. a) me b) myself c) mine 

8. a) should have b) have had c) must have 

9. a) problem b) cloud c) dream 

10. a) cats and dogs b) scattered showers c) slightly 
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Exercise IV 

Complete the second sentence so that it means the same as the first one, using no more than six words, including the 

word given. Do not change the word given. 

1. This handbag is mine. TO 

This handbag __________________________________________________ me. 

2. I hate it when you touch things in my room. ALWAYS 

Why __________________________________________________ things in my room? 

3. I am very hungry and I don’t have anything to eat with me. HAD 

I __________________________________________________ to eat with me. I am very hungry. 

4. Gutenberg invented printing. BY 

Printing __________________________________________________ Gutenberg. 

5. Finish the job and then go home. CAN 

When __________________________________________________ go home. 

6. Why don’t you take up yoga? ABOUT 

How __________________________________________________ up yoga? 

7. I suggest talking to your parents about it. WERE 

If I __________________________________________________ talk to your parents about it. 

8. Do not turn left here. MUST 

You __________________________________________________ turn left here. 

9. Do you think I could open the window? MIND 

Do you __________________________________________________ open the window? 

10. I advise you to cut down on sweets. TO 

You __________________________________________________ cut down on sweets. 
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Exercise V 

Replace each gap with a phrasal verb from the box, in the correct form. 

 

live up to call off 
take 
after 

hold 
on 

give up 
put up 
with 

hang 
up 

set off 
keep up 

with 
break 
into 

 

1. David couldn’t do well enough to _________________________ his parents’ expectations. 

2. My computer _________________________ too often. I have to buy a new one. 

3. We _________________________  early in the morning to avoid the traffic jams. 

4. What time is our bus? _________________________ a minute. I’ll check it on the timetable. 

5. She must be Jane’s daughter. She _________________________ her with her eyes and smile.  

6. Mary has to work very hard to _________________________ her schoolmates after her long absence. 

7. I really don’t know the answer. I _________________________.  

8. Our car was _________________________. We had to call the police. 

9. I am moody so often. I wonder how people _________________________ me. 

10. The garden party was _________________________ because of the rainy weather.  
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Exercise VI 

Complete the crossword. 

 

 

 

Across 

1. The opposite of sharp 

4. Very cold 

5. The capital of Australia 

7. The plural of reindeer is … 

8. Irritate 

9. Third form of the verb to fall 

10. Not a simple decision 

12. Queen Elizabeth’s  oldest son is 
Prince … 

 

    

 

Down 

2. Simple Past form of the verb to lay 

3. The opposite of living 

6. How old is Queen Elizabeth? 

10. National Emblem of Scotland, found in many 
Scottish symbols 

11. The title of one of Tolkien’s books. The_____ 
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